
Meeting of the Prisoner Learning Alliance – 27 November 2012, 2.30-5pm 
 
Present: Alexandra Marks (Prisoners Education Trust), Nina Champion (Prisoners Education 
Trust), Rachel Youngman (Prisoners Education Trust), Seb Klier (Prisoners Education 
Trust), Geoffrey Wolfson (Prisoners Education Trust), Helen Maxwell (Open University), 
Maria McNicoll (St. Giles Trust), Sarah Turvey (Prison Reading Groups), Richard Ward (BIS), 
Sharon Barrett (NOMS), Charlotte Weinberg (SafeGround), Phil McGuire (Prison Radio 
Association), Bob Knowles (IMB), Christine Fischer (International Centre for Prison 
Studies), Christopher Winter (Care First), John Brenchley (OCR), John Scott (NOMS), 
George Barrow (Ministry of Justice), Paul Warner (AELP), Jane Hurry (Institute of 
Education), Jessica Plant (Arts Alliance)Sue Colquhoun (Institute for Learning),  Paul 
Donbavand (Education Funding Agency), Tanya Tracey (Start-Up) 
 
Apologies: Max Tucker (User Voice), Sarah Tulk (Skills Funding Agency, Rob Wye (LSIS), 
James Timpson (Employers Forum on Reducing Reoffending), Claire McPherson (Youth 
Justice Board), Juliet Hope (Start Up), Toni Fazaeli (Institute for Learning), Rachel Halford 
(Women in Prison) 
 

1. Welcome 
 
Alexandra Marks introduced herself and Nina Champion as Head of Policy at PET and 
outlined the purpose and role of the group. It is meant to scope out collaboration across 
different groups and put this into action, using the expertise around the table. Its focus is 
therefore practical and solution-based. PET will provide the initial secretariat. As outlined 
in the terms of reference, the group has been formed ‘To bring together diverse non-
statutory stakeholders with senior cross-departmental officials, to provide expertise and 
strategic vision to inform future priorities, policies and practices relating to prison 
education, learning and skills.’ 
 
There was a competitive process to form the core members of the alliance and we are 
delighted with the 15 successful applicants. Those who were unsuccessful can still 
participate and feed into areas of work. The statutory officials present are here as 
observing members, to listen to and guide discussion, but the alliance is definitely not a 
lobbying or campaigning group. There will be quarterly meetings with PET as secretariat, 
and Alexandra Marks as current chair. Alongside this, task and finish groups will in time 
form around specific areas of work and concentrate on them, based on discussions of the 
main meeting. These main meetings will take place under Chatham House rules but there 
will also be published minutes. 
 
An additional item for the agenda was the question of the application of the Black 
Training and Enterprise Group. Although they applied after the initial recruitment process, 
PET proposed that they are accepted on to the group, as part of the commitment to 
bringing together diverse interest groups and filling an area where there is a gap. BTEG is 
a network with twenty years of experience in this area. The meeting unanimously agreed 
to accept BTEG onto the group and send them invitations for future meetings. 
 

2. PLA Work Planning (1) 
 
Nina presented the key findings of the Brain Cells report, along with PET’s policy 
recommendations in response (see separate document for verbatim copy). The group were 
then invited to ask questions or make comments about the report. 
 
Phil McGuire: Congratulations. It is a phenomenal report, concise and well put-together.  
 



Sarah Turvey: Is eligibility of prisoners for student loans clear and published now? 
Alexandra Marks: This is a complex area that needs further discussion. 
Jen Walters: Guidance from prison tutors etc is very important for loans. 
Helen Maxwell: The eligibility is not hugely different from those not in prison, but the 
application is complex and requires some different evidence. 
Richard Ward: We entered a kind of perfect storm this year with regards to loan 
requirements for prisoners. Loans came in before the ‘What works’ agenda was published. 
We also have new education contracts and the move to the National Careers Service so 
there is inevitable uncertainty. BIS is trying to ensure this area is publicised and clear for 
prisoners. 
 
Helen Maxwell: The impact of student loans for prisoners is also difficult to measure at 
this stage. Many aren’t affected as they are doing Openings or are continuing students. We 
will be able to assess better in 12 months. The requirement that a prisoner must be 6 
years from their earliest date of release in order to apply for a loan may be a problem, but 
we don’t know the impacts yet. 
 
Jen Walters: Is there a simple FAQ sheet for prisoners providing details, which can be built 
on? 
Helen Maxwell: There is an FAQ sheet available from the OU, aimed at tutors. 
Jen Walters: The question is whether it works for tutors. 
Phil McGuire: Information could be broadcast through the PRA if this was helpful. 
 
Bob Knowles: Much of this discussion would be lost on education staff in prisons (I am 
familiar with HMP Wandsworth). Is this group and PET concerned just with higher learning 
or is there also focus on basic skills etc? 
 
Nina Champion: PET funds prisoners to do distance learning at levels above the basics 
provided by the prison service, so these are higher level learning. However, from a policy 
angle, we are focused on all learning – including peer mentoring, vocational training, the 
arts. This is the rationale for the PLA, to bring all of these strands and stakeholders 
together. 
 
Charlotte Weinberg: Congratulations and thank you.  It seems to me that two ends of the 
scale are not being provided for – those prisoners with significant and severe learning 
needs and those with HE aspirations or a higher capacity. The type of learning is very 
important and nothing works for everyone. The arts can be one way, e.g. SafeGround ran 
a script and film writing course in HMP Wandsworth which produced good results. 
 
Jane Hurry: I would repeat the messages already made. I would also underscore the need 
for progression and work beyond the gate, as not everything can be done in prison. Two 
thirds of people under sentence are outside of prison. 
 
Helen Maxwell: The key is getting the Individual Learning Plan right (see for example, 
those respondents who didn’t know about it in the Brain Cells report). Studying at any 
level, this is central and underpins everything else. 
 
Bob Knowles: We are pushing for more ‘real’ education (as opposed to basic skills or 
vocational training). Things like philosophy can get prisoners to think about their lives and 
behaviour which can help them change. This should happen through the middle of the 
sentence rather than just at the beginning or the end. 
 
Sue Colquhoun: We need fully qualified teachers; PTTLS is only a preparatory 
qualification. Question of how CPD is delivered in prison. 



 
Jane Hurry: We (Centre for Education in the Criminal Justice System) are doing work on 
this. 
 
Rachel Youngman: Learning beyond the gate is very important, but support is not always 
there. This kind of learning can build discipline and resilience.  
 
Jen Walters: The report identifies recognisable areas and it all chimes with what is found 
on Ofsted inspections. The recommendations are very valuable and highlight strategic and 
operational issues. There may be advantages to the new clusters, in that they will be able 
to talk to each other and share good practice. 
 

3. PLA Work Planning (2) 
 
Alexandra Marks invited each member to submit one priority issue for discussion and start 
to formulate the work plan. 
 
John Brenchley: 1) The availability of ICT and access to learning sites online, along with 
autonomy regarding use of equipment. 2) The development of an effective learning 
culture across the whole of the prison (e.g. the gym, with officers, kitchens etc). 
 
John Scott: A focus on those with sentences of under 12 months, as was a stated priority 
from Chris Grayling. 
Alexandra Marks: The revolving door can skew educational profile data, as was shown in 
the Brain Cells report. 
Paul Donvaban: Education Funding Agency is doing some work on short-sentenced, young 
prisoners. 
 
Maria McNicoll: Support prisoners with learning difficulties 
 
Paul Warner: A through-the-gate focus. There is a disconnect between what is happening 
in education inside and outside – should aim to make prison education the same as 
mainstream, outside education. 
 
Tanya Tracy: More access to self-employment courses in prison and better transition, so 
more information in prisons about how to go down this route after release. 
 
Chris Winter: Looking at the learner journey before further education. Many prisoners 
want to learn but are frightened to. It is often necessary to look at and work on skills for 
life, also identify issues sometimes missed like autism. 
 
Sarah Turvey: Informal learning, as is the model of Prison Reading Groups. Looking at 
developing more links between universities and PRGs, so may be possible to do an audit of 
this work. 
 
Jane Hurry: The issue of progression. Also the importance of sharing information across 
the prison estate and use of ICT and managing related security concerns. 
 
Sharon Barrett: Looking at the current impacts and facilitating more policymaker prison 
visits through our networks. 
 
Sue Colquhoun: Use of Kindles for learning. Also supporting teachers in CPD (e.g. the 
CAVTL vocational teaching qualification)  
 



Charlotte Weinberg: 1) Supporting a culture of expectations 2) How foreign national 
prisoners access education 3) The effect of privatisation on education (e.g. there are less 
arts in private prisons) 4) Huge resources issue: OLASS 4, competition and the spending 
review 
Helen Maxwell: 1) Supporting a learning culture 2) Getting ILPS to work 3) Use of the 
Virtual Campus, which can straddle all areas of learning. The OU has computer-based 
solutions for some learning. 
 
Phil McGuire: Learning support and motivation through mentors. There should be a 
learning mentor for every prisoner who wants one (why outside the gate only, as 
suggested by Chris Grayling?) 
 
George Barrow: 1) Virtual Campus 2) Focus on sentences under twelve months 
Also wanted to make the point that part of the reason statutory officials are present are 
not just to listen, but to guide discussion. 
 
Christine Fisher: ILPs should be part of the sentence plan and for personal development. 
Prisoners shouldn’t be used by multiple people in prisons to tick boxes for fulfil quotas. 
Alexandra Marks: There is an issue here around fairness and the PLA must make sure it 
doesn’t fall foul of the same thing. 
 
Jessica Plant: 1) Using arts to work with hard to reach prisoners 2) Focus on BAME 
population 3) Through the gate work 
 
Jen Walters: 1) Getting initial assessment right – this then leads to ILPS and identifying 
learning difficulties etc. 2) Looking at access to colleges and providers for ex-prisoners 
 
Bob Knowles: Stress on individual development and teaching people to think, not just to 
work. Encourage a different culture of thinking about life choices. 
 
Geoffrey Wolfson: Assessment for ILPs and therefore prioritise personalised learning. 
 
Paul Donbavand: Focus on the virtual campus 
 

4. PLA Work Planning (3) 
 
Alexandra outlines some of the themes that came out of this discussion: 
 

1. Sharing of good practice 
2. Both ends of the prisoner learner spectrum – special support and HE. 
3. Coherence and continuity across providers 
4. Pervasive learning culture in prison, with education not just a discrete part of the 

institution  
5. Resources and their best use. Statutory officials can provide a reality check around 

this issue 
6. Peer mentoring 
7. Individal Learning Plans with proper assessment. Bespoke, learner-focused activity 
8. The nature of learning. Should not just be formal or employment-focused 
9. Continuing professional development 
10. Use of ICT for prisoner learning and Virtual Campus 

 
Alexandra suggested that the formation of the Task and Finish group to write the draft 
strategy for the PLA should be organised and formed by email, giving members time to 
consider their roles. 



 
5. Learner Voice 

 
Nina Champion introduced Graham Godden, former prisoner who was funded by PET to do 
distance learning and now runs Youth Empowerment Services, supporting prisoners and 
people at risk of offending to live crime-free lives. 
 
Graham Godden: I was the old lag. I spent 18 years in prison after going into care at 
twelve years old and being sent to a school for children who had trouble in mainstream 
education. I went through the criminal justice system and eventually was sentenced to a 
two-strike life sentence in 2001.  
 
At this stage I thought, ‘What are my options?’ I went through drug rehabilitation and was 
clean by 2002. My drugs counsellor encouraged me to take on education, which I’d always 
seen as boring and authoritarian. Within 6 months, I had passed level 2 numeracy and 
literacy and getting those certificates was better than any drug I’d taken. 
 
During my time in custody, I did 5 or 6 modules including an NVQ in drug and alcohol 
counselling. I became an education addict and found I enjoyed it and was quote good at it. 
In each institution I was in, I had one person who was a rock in supporting me. However, I 
always felt I was swimming against the tide, it was a fight.  Education wasn’t felt to be 
critical.  
 
Around 2007 I decided I wanted to be an addiction counsellor. I worked with the Surrey 
Youth Justice scheme in prison and then put together a business plan and workshops. I was 
released in 2009 and started working the next day. I started offering my services to 
schools and PRUs. Within 7 months, I had established a charity and today we work with 
3000 people a year. We employ 7 ex-offenders who all did education.  
 
I know the value of learning and about the need to change attitudes. The OU was the first 
deadline I ever met and sat alongside my sense of responsibility as a father. Learning says 
far more about a person than just knowledge. I worked out that I spent £7,000 on prison 
education (£5,000 from PET and £2,000 from HMPS). My eight years in prison cost 
£316,000. 
 
How do we stop reoffending? Education has worked for most prisoners he knows. My 
charity Youth Empowerment Crime Diversion Scheme works with young people and 
supports ex-prisoners, working with HMPs East Sutton Park, Blantyre House and Stanford 
Hill. I got my first payslip through this work. The Kent Policy used to hate me but now 
they welcome me! 
 
It is important to ask prisoners about what works. There are some things we definitely 
know don’t work but money is still spent on them. 
 
Questions to Graham Godden: 
 

1. Why did you decide to change? 
A mixture of factors and timing – my age, sentence, events in personal life. 

 
6. AOB 

 
The next meeting will take place on January 25 2012, 9-12pm venue to be confirmed. Seb 
will email around members requesting volunteers to be part of the task and finish group to 
draw up the draft work plan for the year, to be approved at the next meeting.  


